Dodd, Thomas
Fairfax Co.
Survey 10 May 1754
292 acres
Assignee of John Dough
Warrant 30 Jan. 1754

Rc+4

30
To Wm. John Hough

Whereas John Hough, son of John Hough, jun.,
beth informed that there are about one hundred
acres of waste and ungranted land in the said County,
joining Bunc Graystone and Mahlon Jennings, land laid out,

And desiring a warrant to survey the same, being ready to pay
the escheetion and office charges.

They are therefore to empower you the said John Hough
to survey the said waste land

Provided the be the first warrant that hath issued for the same
and you are to make a true just and accurate survey thereof

Describing the compass and distance of poles, also the boundaries
and bounds of the several persons lands adjoining

where you cannot give an any known line, you are to make
the breadth of the front to bear at least the proportion of one
third part of the length, as the law of Virginia directs,

You are also to insert the names of the pilot and claim

 carriers here up of and employ on a plat of which, with
this warrant, you are to give into the office my hand before
the first—day of August next year.

G. W. Fairfax

30th day of January 1744 in the twenty-fourth year
of his Majesty's reign.
By virtue of a warrant from the Registrars office dated 21st day of January 1720/21 to me directed, have surveyed for Johnough, son of John Thorn, plantation of most worth and ingrafted.

Second Saturday lying in Fairfax County and bounded southwest by a meadow to the

same.

Corn to me John Carlisle in a line of boundary made for Thomas Sperry commonly called his Loaf Brick. First Extending hence northward Johnny Line 1045 E. 210 poles wendeth west any 12th side of small thorn well corner to said Johnny Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

To said Johnny Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

Hence to the east at 330 poles at the corner of the small thorn well corner to said Johnny Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

Hence at 330 E. 210 poles altho' thence and parallel Corn to me.

Richard Blackmore. Hence 1045 E. 210 poles to a line of thorn well corner to the small thorn well corner this line with said Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles to a line of thorn well corner to a line of Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

Hence at 330 E. 210 poles to another thorn well corner.

Hence with said Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles to another thorn well corner to a line of Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

To a line of thorn well corner to a line of Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

To a line of thorn well corner to a line of Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

To a line of thorn well corner to a line of Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

To a line of thorn well corner to a line of Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

To a line of thorn well corner to a line of Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

To a line of thorn well corner to a line of Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

To a line of thorn well corner to a line of Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

To a line of thorn well corner to a line of Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

To a line of thorn well corner to a line of Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

To a line of thorn well corner to a line of Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

To a line of thorn well corner to a line of Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

To a line of thorn well corner to a line of Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

To a line of thorn well corner to a line of Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

To a line of thorn well corner to a line of Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles.

To a line of thorn well corner to a line of Sperry Line 1045 E. 210 poles.
Robert Dodd

Wm. Hough. Sworn in behalf of his son for Sunday good land &c. &c. &c. etc.

these lands remaining in the will... Survey may be granted to

Thomas Dodd of Pocono Co.

J. Hough, Wm. Hough.

To be drawn & s'd. by M's:

Hough.

Deed drawn.

Book I Fol. 16

Date: 2nd July 1757

Entered accordingly.